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Mission Statement 

To provide public education, prevention, suppression, inspection and medical 

response. 

To protect the lives and property of citizens, businesses and visitors of the 

City of Kawartha Lakes in a cost-efficient and effective manner.  
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Executive Summary 

The Master Fire Plan is a proposed strategy for the delivery of service for the 

City of Kawartha Lakes Fire and Emergency Response Service for the period 

2010-2017.  The Plan is essentially a roadmap that outlines how the Fire 

Service should be organized, operated and resourced for the next five to ten 

years. This report, submitted on behalf of the Master Fire Plan Task Force 

established in 2006, includes information on the process undertaken by the 

Task Force, the issues and/or risks identified by the Task Force, and the 

options to be considered and/or recommended to address identified 

community risks. 

The Province of Ontario requires all fire departments to organize the delivery 

of service in an effective and efficient manner.  Developing and implementing 

a Master Fire Plan is a means of fulfilling the legislated obligation set out in the 

Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997 (FPPA).  

The Task Force consisted of two members of Council, the Mayor, the Fire 

Chief and fire service staff, representatives of the Full-time Professional Fire 

fighters Association and the Volunteer Fire fighters Association and the 

Ontario Fire Marshal’s office, as well as two members of the public.  Of that 

group, subgroups were established and charged with the responsibility of 

preparing reports on the following areas: 

 Administration (records management, policies/standard operating 

procedures) 

 Emergency Response 

 Fire Prevention and Public Education 

 Training and Education of the Operational Fire Fighters 

 Communications 

 Station Location and Equipment Deployment 

 Vehicles and Equipment 

The issues are complex and numerous, and the amount of information 

contained in this report and its importance to the future of the City of Kawartha 

Lakes  fire service is extensive. 
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The Master Fire Plan Task Force prepared the Plan based on the assumption 

that the benefits to the City of Kawartha Lakes would:  

 Allow for long-range planning for the delivery of fire services to the 

municipality 

 Enable Council to determine the degree to which the City’s Fire Service 

is above or below fire industry standard;  

 Provide Council with a greater understanding of the risks in the 

community, i.e., risks to life, property, and essential services and 

community impacts and environmental damages resulting from fires, 

explosions, chemical and/or biological incidents, accidents, natural 

disasters, etc.; 

 Ensure service level requirements in relation to community needs and 

circumstances is not over- or under-stated; 

 Identify unfunded mandates; 

 Improve fire protection grading, thus reducing insurance costs to 

homeowners, businesses and the municipality. 

In January 2008, T.L. Powell & Associates Ltd., an Emergency Services 

Consultant company, was hired to coordinate the findings of the various 

reports developed by the Task Force.  This document contains those findings 

and recommendations. 
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Introduction 

The City of Kawartha Lakes Council authorised the development of a Master 

Fire Plan to provide direction and a vision of the future needs of the Fire 

Protection and Prevention Program. (Refer to Appendix A: “Fire Protection 

Report, October 2002.”) The Master Fire Plan Task Force was established and 

five subgroups appointed to collect information on the current levels of 

services being delivered in the City and to evaluate the financial and physical 

needs of the department in the next 5 to 10 year window. 

Master Fire Plan Task Force Members: 

 Mayor: Ric McGee 

 CAO: Jane Lunn 

 Fire Chief: David Guilbault 

 Councillor: Peter Cziraky 

 Councillor: Gord James 

 Councillor: Donna Villemaire 

 Public Appointee: Matt Beacock 

 Public Appointee: Mike Hutchings 

 Volunteer Fire fighters Appointee: Fred Elder 

 Professional Fire fighters Appointee: Tim Brasier 

Supporting and assisting the Task Force:  

 Deputy Chief: Pat Twohey 

 Executive Assistant: Valerie Knights 

 Office of the Fire Marshal: Peter Guiry 

T L. Powell & Associates Ltd, Emergency Services Consultants, was hired to 

coordinate the Task Force reports into a comprehensive document. The 

Master Fire Plan includes extracts and findings of several other reports and 

past studies completed for the municipality with regard to delivery of service to 

the public now and in the future. 
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The Master Fire Plan is intended to serve as a strategic planning framework 

for public policy, organizational, capital and operational decisions pertaining to 

the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service (KLFRS).  

The objective of the Master Fire Plan is to: 

 ensure that the City’s Fire Service Division upholds the legislated 

requirements under the Provincial Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 

1997 (Refer to Appendix B: “FPPA Municipal Responsibilities.”) 

 document the fire risks within the City 

 affirm the Division’s mission and core business activities as well as the 

resource requirements in support of these services such as personnel, 

facilities, apparatus, communications and capital 

 ensure Fire Service capability to adapt to changing needs and 

circumstances. 
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Department Objectives 

The Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service will clearly define its core activities 

and ensure that the resource allocation required to meet these activities is 

available. 

The Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service will use Fire Prevention and Public 

Education as its long-term approach to cost-effective emergency service 

delivery. 

The Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service will seek advantages through new 

technology, aggressive training in, and application of, skills to become an 

efficient provider of its services. 

Key Success Factors 

 Success in reducing property damage and loss of life  

 Ability to respond quickly and efficiently to emergency demands  

 Depth of professional skills and expertise in our personnel sustained 

through a strong training program  

 In-house technical capability to support innovative ideas and equipment 

and implement them efficiently  

 High utilization of fixed assets  

 Strong and favorable image in the public eye that helps us in our fire 

prevention and public education programs. 

Department History 

By a restructuring order, eleven fire departments comprised of twenty-one fire 

Divisions were amalgamated January 1, 2001, to become one department - 

the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service.  The City of Kawartha Lakes 

Emergency Service is a combination of a full-time service and volunteer 

service known as a composite fire service.  

The City of Kawartha Lakes, under By-Law, operates the Kawartha Lakes Fire 

Rescue Service.  The Department is also affected by Provincial Legislation.  

Bill 84, the Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997, has introduced the most 

dramatic changes to the governance of the Fire Service in half a century and is 

directed toward fire prevention and public education.  The City of Kawartha 
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Lakes, granted by the senior government of Ontario has assumed the 

protection of persons and property from fire in the City.  The Department is 

accountable for the application of the Ontario Fire Code, 2007, in the City. 

The Department is situated in the corporate structure under the Emergency 

Services Department.  The responsibilities for Fire Suppression, Fire 

Prevention, the administration of the Ontario Fire Code, Mutual and Automatic 

Aid response agreements, and various areas under Emergency Preparedness 

are assigned to the Department. 

The main purpose of an Emergency service is to prevent loss of life and 

reduce property loss.  (Refer to Appendix C: “OFM Public Fire Safety 

Guildelines” regarding core services.) Over the past twenty years, however, 

the Fire Service nationwide has gradually assumed more and more 

responsibility, to such an extent that the Fire Service is now expected to 

provide a myriad of services beyond fire protection.  Some of these services 

are emergency medical care, motor vehicle extrication, hazardous material 

protection, disaster assistance and public education.  Today, the majority of 

calls in to the Fire Service nationwide are for the assumed services and not for 

Fire Suppression.  Fire Prevention and Public Education have become 

important partners, along with the suppression crews.  When there is an 

emergency, the Service’s role is to try to mitigate any situation they are 

requested to assist, through the utilization of any or all of their resources. 

The Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service provides its services to: 

 Council  

 Residents and businesses located in the City of Kawartha Lakes  

 Internal Departments  

 External organizations, agencies or other levels of government that 

require the Department’s resources  

 Surrounding municipalities through a Mutual Aid Agreement or 

Automatic Aid Agreements. 

And is responsible for: 

 Delivering emergency services to the Citizens of Kawartha Lakes  
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 Offering advice and making recommendations to Council on policies for 

the delivery of Fire Prevention, Public Education, and Emergency 

Response within the City of Kawartha Lakes 

 Enforcing the Ontario Fire Code 2007 

 Participating in corporate strategic initiatives 
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Organization and Staffing 

Administration 

The Fire Chief and three Assistant Fire Chiefs handle normal management 

matters for the department, with all Divisions reporting through the District 

Chiefs to the Assistant Chiefs to the Fire Chief.  Liaison is maintained with the 

City of Kawartha Lakes Human Resources Department for personnel matters 

and documentation. One full-time Executive Assistant and two full-time 

Administrative Assistants are included in the Administration Division. 

Current Service Level 

Fire administration staff is responsible for all administrative aspects of the 

Service’s operation including but not limited to the following tasks typically 

found in any large Emergency Services organization: 

 Issuing Outdoor Burn and Fireworks permits 

 Managing Incoming and Outgoing correspondence 

 Developing Fund Raising initiatives 

 Handling Division Requests 

 Maintaining Accounts Payable 

 Participating in the Community Emergency Management Program 

Committee 

 Maintaining Corporate records management for the department 

 Preparing Bi-Weekly Newsletter to staff 

 Preparing Paramedic Scheduling 

 Issuing purchase requisitions and administration of Purchasing Policy 

 Preparing Payroll 

 Preparing Ministry of Transportation Insurance Billing 

 Customer Service – Counter, Telephone 

 Preparing OFM statistics and fire reports & Ministry of Health statistics 
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 City of Kawartha Lakes PAD Program 

 Preparing Reports 

 Managing corporate telecommunication devices 

The Supervisory requirements of the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue 

Service (KLFRS), particularly health and safety issues, are suitably covered by 

the Full-time and Volunteer Captains and the District Chiefs. The roles and 

responsibilities of all the operations officers is focused on the management of 

day-to-day fire and rescue services’ operational matters, scheduling of staff , 

staff safety and providing support to the reporting staff.  

With the day-to-day operations and management functions there is little time 

for the management team of four full-time Executive Officers to focus on other 

aspects of management responsibilities such as coaching, managing 

performance, succession planning, discipline, managing finances and/or 

resources, policy and planning, program and service development, information 

and data management, evaluation or measurement of results of services and 

programs. 

Figure 1 illustrates the Department’s current functional administrative structure. 
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Figure 1: K.L.F.R.S. Functional Structure - Current 

Major facets of the service such as facilities and general consumables, 

equipment inventory control, and large vehicles and road units are managed 

through the Assistant Chiefs. These areas constitute a major portion of the 

expenditures within the service and require daily monitoring and management 

commitment.  

The four uniformed positions excluded from the International Association of 

Fire fighters Association are the Fire Chief and three Assistant Chiefs.  The 

duties and responsibilities of managing a large municipal department is the 

priority of the Fire Rescue Services senior management team.  The 
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the United Way, community committees and Provincial Association 

committees outside of the emergency delivery system is limited. 

The City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service executive duties and 

responsibilities include, among others, a comprehensive budget process and 

high-level financial management.  Executive staff prepares detailed financial 

reports throughout the process and presents all reports and executes requests 

of Council and executive City staff when called to do so. 

The current organizational structure and the duties and responsibilities of the 

senior staff have been a developmental work in progress since 2001. One full-

time Assistant Chief position was removed from the budget in 2004, which 

effected changes to the duties and responsibilities assigned to the remaining 

senior staff.  The removal of the full-time executive position has resulted in a 

mixture of responsibilities for each of the Assistant Chiefs.  

Table 1 illustrates the current and proposed rank changes for staffing in the 

Department.  

Table 1: Administrative Rank  

Current Staff Rank Proposed Staff Rank Changes 

Director and Fire Chief Emergency 

Services (1) 

Director and Fire Chief Emergency 

Services (1) 

Assistant Chief Operations (1) Deputy Chief Operations (1) 

Assistant Chief Logistics (1) Deputy Chief Support Services (1) 

Assistant Chief EMS (1) Deputy Chief  EMS (1) 

Assistant Chief Emergency  

Management  (1) 

Deputy Chief Fire Prevention Officer 

(1) 

Executive Assistant (1) Executive Assistant (1) 

To bring together logical and like programs under one senior officer, the 

proposed direct reports and groupings of programs, duties and responsibilities 
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is illustrated in Table 2. The proposed staffing changes are illustrated in the 

Functional Structure noted in Figure 2. 

Table 2: Proposed Direct Reports  
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Figure 2: K.L.F.R.S. Functional Structure - Proposed 

Findings 

The Administration of the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service 

(KLFRS) would be improved considerably and result in a reduced need for 

future staff resources with the upgrading of information technology resources 

for the Divisions. Connection of the remaining eight (8) fire Divisions to the 

network will reduce the need for manual input of many of the documents that 

come from those Divisions. Integration of the records management program 

Firehouse to the Police and CAD system will eliminate the manual input of the 

response records and improve efficiency and has been approved as a capital 

project in the 2009 budget process.  

There is a shortfall in the assigned functional staff to achieve all of the 

requirements of administering 31 full-time members and 420 volunteer fire 

fighters who are administered as part-time employees in the department, with 
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Fire Suppression  

Fire Suppression in the City of Kawartha Lakes currently consists of 18 full-time 

personnel and 420 volunteer personnel.  The Fire Suppression Division is 

responsible for the mitigation of all emergency and non-emergency responses 

involving risk to life and property in the City of Kawartha Lakes. 

Establishing Levels of Service 

The Council of the City of Kawartha Lakes is the responsible governing body 

charged with establishing the level of fire protective and prevention service to be 

provided in the City in reasonable compliance with the Ontario Fire Protection and 

Prevention Act, 1997 and Occupational Health and Safety Standards and 

guidelines. 

Guidelines and standards commonly used across North America recommend a 

minimum full-time crew of 4 Fire fighters.  The International Association of Fire 

fighters (IAFF) supports the NFPA 1710 standard of a minimum of 5 Fire fighters 

assigned to each Pumper to ensure a minimum of 4 Fire fighters on each frontline 

Pumper. Over the past few years, various Ontario IAFF Locals have either 

negotiated or achieved through arbitration a variety of clauses in their collective 

agreements related to staffing of Fire Service departments. (Refer to Appendix D: 

“IAFF Collective Agreement Clauses.”) 

Background 

Ontario Fire Marshal’s Guidelines 

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s (OFM) office provides guidelines related to operational 

staffing. Explanations provided in the following section outline the Office of the 

Ontario Fire Marshal’s rationale for four-person full-time fire crews. 

Ontario Fire Marshal's Comprehensive Fire Model 

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s (OFM) office addressed this issue through the 

comprehensive fire model and produced a table of tasks that must be undertaken in 

the initial fire attack scenario. The tasks are as follows: 

 The fire department must define, in advance, how both the initial group and 

total complement will be assembled and managed according to local 

conditions, resources and circumstances. 

 The department must develop operational guidelines necessary to achieve 

this objective and train Fire fighters in their execution. 
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 To provide effective, efficient and safe fire protection services, the delivery 

system chosen must ensure a virtually simultaneous arrival of a minimum of 

four Fire fighters. 

 The OFM recommends, where practical, a minimum of four persons to be 

dispatched on the initial apparatus. 

 Where it is not practical for four Fire fighters to respond as a team on the 

initial apparatus, options must be considered which will ensure the four Fire 

fighters are assembled on the fire ground in a coordinated, rapid and 

consistent manner prior to flashover. 

 A total complement of no less than ten Fire fighters, including supervisor(s) 

and if possible, a minimum of two vehicles one of which is a triple 

combination Pumper, must assemble at the fire ground. 

 Time is crucial. Rescue becomes a virtual impossibility in the room of origin 

after flashover occurs. After flashover, the opportunity for successful rescue 

from other areas in the structure rapidly diminishes. In addition, there is an 

increased fire fighting demand if intervention does not take place prior to 

flashover. 

 Preliminary analysis of existing literature indicates that it may be preferable 

to dispatch fewer vehicles with more Fire fighters rather than vice versa. In 

addition, although a limited number of key tasks can begin at the site with an 

initial crew comprising as few as three Fire fighters, a fire in a single-family 

dwelling requires a simultaneous assembly of a single crew of at least four 

Fire fighters and a total fire ground complement reaching a minimum of 10 

Fire Suppression personnel including supervisor(s). The total fire ground 

staffing must be assembled within a time frame that ensures the safe 

carrying out of all fire ground operations. Where possible, a minimum of two 

vehicles including at least one of which is a triple combination Pumper are to 

be dispatched to provide for a complete list of fire ground activities 

performed by the complement including incident command and supervision 

as required. 

Table 3, produced by the Ontario Fire Marshal’s office, denotes tasks that may be 

attempted when ten Fire fighters arrive at the scene almost simultaneously at a 

location where hydrants are present. (Refer to Appendix E:  “OFM Public Fire 

Safety Guidelines.”) 
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Table 3: OFM Fire Ground Fire Suppression Staffing 

Complex Rescue and 

Subsequent Fire Control 

Fire Fighter Functions Number 

of Staff 

Establish Water Supply Water Supply hook up to hydrant 1 

 Pump Operator/Driver 1 

Size Up Supervisor- Command & Control 1 

Rescue Search & Rescue 2* 

 Backup, 60m of pre-connect 38mm hose 2* 

Exposures 60m of Pre-connect 38mm hose. Water 

supply person assists when water supply is 

secured 

1 

(2*) 

Ventilation Raise 7m ladder plus equipment 2 

Confinement Sequential, rescue backup team begins 

confinement when rescue operation is 

complete 

 

Extinguishments/Salvage 

& Overhaul 

Sequential, other staff assigned when 

earlier duties completed 

 

Total  10*** 

Notes: 

*Interior operations will require supervision  

**Shared staff; the Fire fighter making the hydrant hook-up joins up  with the  Fire 

fighter assigned to exposure protection to form a team of two  
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***Applies to hydrant hook-up operation  

When Tanker shuttle is required additional numbers of vehicles and Fire fighters is 

necessary depending upon the severity of the incident. 

National Fire Protection Association 1710 Standard 

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has established Standard 1710 for 

the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency 

Medical Operations and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire 

Departments. 

While the staffing of fire apparatus has been the subject of many articles and 

interpretations of 1710, the following is a synopsis of the three most prominent 

organizations.  

 International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) NFPA 1710: Decision Guide 

 IAFF Safe Fire fighter Staffing Critical Considerations 

 Office of the Fire Marshal, "Shaping the Future" Fire Ground Staffing and 

Delivery Systems within a Comprehensive Fire Safety Effectiveness Model. 

While the NFPA 1710 Standard is not a mandatory service delivery standard in 

Canada, it is the standard that Fire Departments generally adopt as a guideline for 

the provision of fire suppression services.  It should be noted that 1710 is also the 

standard most often used in the courts to appraise one municipal fire service 

against another similar-size municipality in cases alleging negligence against that 

municipality. 
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Section 5.2.2 of the NFPA 1710 Standard identifies staffing requirements for 

minimum level  emergency operations for safety, effectiveness and efficiency.  

Section 5.2.2.1 notes that “Fire companies whose primary function is to pump and 

deliver water and perform basic fire-fighting at fires including search and rescue 

Station are known as Engine Companies,” and further that “these Companies’ 

stations be staffed with a minimum of four on-duty personnel” (Section 5.2.2.1.1).  

Of note is Section 5.2.3.1.1: “The fire department's Fire Suppression resources is 

deployed to allow for the arrival of and Engine Company within a 4 minute response 

time and/or the initial full alarm assignment  within an 8 minute response time to 

90% of the incidents as established…” 

The 8 Minute Initial Attack Diagram, illustrated in Figure 3, was used to support the 

IAFC position on NFPA 1710  that the intent of the standard is not the number of 

trucks that respond to the incident but rather the total number of fire fighters to be 

assembled at the incident. 

 

Figure 3: Organization of 8 Minute Initial Attack 

Current Service Level 

Fire Suppression forces are distributed among the 21 fire Divisions throughout the 

City of Kawartha Lakes, which facilitates a vigorous response to fires and the other 

emergency and non-emergency incidents. 
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The City has adopted a level of service that currently provides for a minimum of two 

and a maximum of three fire fighters twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week at 

the Lindsay Division. The station shifts are set up to accommodate a complement 

of 12 full-time fire fighters on four shifts, supplemented by a contingency of 

volunteer fire fighters.  The Bobcaygeon and Omemee Divisions have a minimum 

of two and a maximum of three full-time fire fighters on shift between the hours of 

08:00 and 16:30 hrs. Monday to Friday.  Volunteer fire fighters cover the balance.  

The remaining 18 Divisions are served by volunteer fire fighters.  

While the City of Kawartha Lakes staffing policies facilitate flexibility and innovation, 

it is often challenging to maintain twenty volunteers in every Division due to the 

ever-changing availability of suitable candidates able to maintain the required 

commitments.   

The need for full-time fire fighters is driven by a number of factors, including the 

availability of volunteers from the community, frequency of calls, population density, 

risks to be protected, and finances.  

Findings 

The current organization chart does not provide the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire 

Rescue Service with the most optimum distribution of duties and responsibilities at 

the senior staff level. There is a need to redefine the lines of reporting and the 

groupings of programs under the appropriate Chiefs positions. 

The proposed administrative groupings will provide the direction and organization 

required to move the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service forward over the 

next ten years. There is a need to provide staff to manage the two largest support 

services being the facilities and stores management and the vehicles and 

equipment management.  

The Emergency Management program will continue to need a management level 

staff member to coordinate the program however it should not be necessary to 

keep the staffing level of the program in the executive level salary. A manager level 

position is proposed to keep the program in line with the Emergency Management 

Act, 2007. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from the various reports and guidelines on 

staffing fire vehicles are that the fire ground staffing must be assembled within four 

minutes for the initial response and eight minutes for a full initial response 

assignment.  To maintain the four-person crew given the approved leaves of 

absence provided for in the collective agreement, i.e., vacation, statutory holidays, 
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sick leave, compassionate leave, Association days, etc., it is necessary to staff the 

trucks with a maximum of five to achieve a minimum of four persons per vehicle. 

Division #1, 2 and 3, Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Omemee, are full-time Composite 

Divisions supported by the volunteer members to comply with the Occupational 

Health and Safety Act, 1990, Section 21, committee guidelines and the direction 

provided by the Ontario Fire Marshal, NFPA 1710, the IAFC and the IAFF. The City 

of Kawartha Lakes needs to put plans in place to move toward establishing a crew 

of five (minimum of four) Fire fighters, one being a Captain, in full-time Divisions. 

During the review process, consideration was given to the suggestion that the 

Fenelon Falls Division become a full-time complement. The volunteer Fire fighters 

in Fenelon Falls are fortunate to have several members who live close to the 

Division and are generally available during the daytime to respond to calls. The 

number of annual responses, however, does need meet the criteria for the 

establishment of a full-time crew.  (Refer to the Station Location section of this 

Plan, Table 8: “Call-Out Statistics by Division” and Table 9” “Call-Out Assist 

Statistics by Division.”) 

The Fire Service Division in Bobcaygeon shares the building with the Emergency 

Medical Service’s  Ambulance Division.  The demand for services in the City of 

Kawartha Lakes is such that ambulances are often mobile in the City and are not 

necessarily stationary.  The Fire fighters in the Bobcaygeon Division are first on the 

scene of a medical emergency whenever the ambulance is out of the community 

which is a high percentage of the time. (Refer to the Station Location section of this 

Plan, Table 8 and Table 9.) 

The Omemee Division is currently staffed with full-time members and there are a 

high number of medical responses that occur in the community.  While the call 

volume for this station does not indicate a need for full-time staffing, to revert this 

station to a volunteer-staffed service is not recommended at this time. (Refer to the 

Station Location section of this Plan, Table 8 and Table 9.)  Consideration needs to 

be given to maintaining the full-time staffing standard for full-time fire fighting in all 

the full-time divisions. 

Fire Prevention and Public Education 

The Fire Prevention Division consists of one full-time Fire Prevention Officer and 

four full-time Fire Prevention Inspectors, who are located throughout the City of 

Kawartha Lakes in City service centres.   In keeping with a progressive approach to 

fire control, the Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service will maintain a strong fire 

prevention program. This includes enforcement of the Fire Protection and 

Prevention Act, the Ontario Fire Code, aspects of the Ontario Building Code in 
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cooperation with the City’s building department, as well as active public fire safety 

education initiatives.  Retrofit provisions of the Fire Code impose a heavy workload 

yet prove beneficial to the reduction of the more severe risks to life. There is a 

strong inspection and education program carried out by full-time staff assisted by 

the Fire Suppression force in service.   

The Division is responsible for plan reviews, infraction complaints, 

the juvenile Fire-setters Education Program (TAPP C), and inspection requests.  

Public education efforts include talks, presentations and training sessions for school 

children, community services organizations, building department staff and others.  

Programs such as Risk Watch for Children and Older and Wiser for seniors are 

delivered on a daily basis. 

For many years, Fire Prevention was a hit-and-miss element of the service. Some 

municipalities were quite active in meeting the requirements of code compliance 

and public education. Other municipalities, especially those staffed by a volunteer 

Fire fighter contingent, found it difficult to respond to complaints under the fire code. 

Often, a station’s knowledge base was limited to the few volunteer Fire fighters able 

to arrange time away from their regular work to attend training courses related to 

Fire Prevention. Public education was limited to attending the local schools for the 

annual fire drill inspection. 

The fire service is now able to provide a more uniform approach to Fire Prevention 

and Public Education across the municipality. This is due, primarily, to the 

opportunity provided by the employment of full-time inspectors and a public 

educator, who are able to provide timely response to complaints and are available 

on a regular basis for fire safety education opportunities.  

Programs practiced by the Division for the public include: 

 Older and Wiser – Fire prevention for seniors 

 Risk Watch 

 The Arson Prevention Program for Children  (TAPP-C) 

 Learn Not To Burn 

 Smoke alarm program 
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 Carbon monoxide program 

 SNAP – Stop Now and Plan 

 Inspection (complaing, request, routine, license and retrofit) 

The City of Kawartha Lakes has met all the minimum requirements of the Ontario 

Fire Marshal’s office for the model based on effective fire prevention and has 

obtained accreditation for having done so. 

The City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service encourages the partnership of the 

Fire Prevention/Public Education Division with local service clubs, businesses and 

industries.  Partnerships have been established with several businesses and 

corporations in the City of Kawartha Lakes.  New partnerships are currently being 

negotiated. 

Legislation 

The legislation under which Fire Prevention operates is the Fire Protection and 

Prevention Act (1997). Part II, Subsection 2, is specific to all municipalities, wherein 

 Every municipality shall (a) establish a program that includes public 

education with respect to fire safety and certain components of fire 

prevention; and (b) provide such other fire protection services as it 

determines necessary in accordance with its needs and circumstances. 

What follows is an opinion from the Office of the Ontario Fire Marshal with respect 

to Subsection 2 of the Fire Protection and Prevention Act : 

 Intent: This establishes municipal responsibility for fire protection and makes 

fire prevention and public education mandatory. It serves to clarify the role of 

municipalities in providing Fire Service and establish the minimum level of 

fire protection within the means and circumstances of the community. 

 Application: As a minimum acceptable model, municipalities should provide 

the services listed below: 

o smoke alarm program 

o fire safety education material distributed to residents/occupants 

o Inspections upon complaint or when requested to assist with code 

compliance including any necessary code enforcement) 

o simplified risk assessment 
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 Municipalities may develop a different model for Fire Prevention and fire 

safety education services if they are able to demonstrate that their model 

can meet the community's needs and circumstances. 

The following section provides a Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats 

analysis (SWOT) of the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Service in regard to Fire 

Prevention code compliance. 

Fire Prevention Code Compliance SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

 Relatively new Division with 4 out of 5 inspectors having graduated from the 

Ontario Fire College Fire Prevention Officers program and continually 

seeking additional educational qualifications. 

 Accessible to ratepayers, i.e. offices spread through the City of Kawartha 

Lakes technology advantages of Internet, digital photography, cell phone, 2-

way radio, and paging. 

 Able to respond to complaints throughout the city within two business days 

or sooner depending on the circumstances and severity. 

 Diversity of educational background. 

 Available for consultation with any of the twenty-one Divisions for prevention 

and public education, requests/clarifications. 

Weaknesses 

 Lack of consistent communication with other sectors of the fire service, i.e. 

upper management, fire Divisions and also with the building department. 

 Lack of regular meetings among this Division, with management and with the 

building department. 

 Lack of sufficient time to adequately complete and organize the necessary 

paperwork. 

 Frustration in the use of the Fire House software (2007 Fire Code not 

developed, lack of training available, no support). 

 Lack of ability to enforce open air burning issues (enforcement through By-

Law). 
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 Geographic extent of city – 3059 sq. km. 

 Additional Fire Prevention Standard Operating Guidelines need to be 

developed. 

Opportunities 

 Standardization and simplification of record keeping would allow for more 

time to make us more visible in the community. 

 Media coverage, e.g. Kent St. fire where retro-fit separations prevented fire 

spread, Devil’s Elbow exceeding fire code compliance. 

 SOGs being developed as time permits. 

 Recommence door to door smoke alarm program for volunteer covered 

areas in the City. 

Threats 

 Lack of adequate By-laws, i.e., fireroutes. 

 Budgetary restraints. 

 Municipal liability. 

 Ability to stay current with changing codes, legislation, regulations and 

opinions. 

 Lack of awareness and knowledge on the part of property owners 

concerning fire code regulations. 

 Negative feedback and attitude from property owners toward inspectors. 

 Lack of training in dispute resolution. 
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The following provides a SWOT analysis of the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Service 

in regard to Fire Prevention Public Education compliance. 

Fire Prevention Public Education SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

 Risk Watch Coalition. 

 Coalitions/Partnerships, e.g. Tim Horton, McDonalds, Dairy Queen, Health 

Unit, Community Care, Canadian Tire, Lindsay Square Mall. 

 Presence at public or community events, e.g. fairs, home show, malls. 

 Active TAPP-C program. 

 Smoke alarm program. 

 Home Inspections. 

 Comprehensive yearly program delivered during Fire Prevention Week. 

Weaknesses 

 Structure of regular working hours, i.e., Overtime allowance limited. 

 Lack of audio visual tools, e.g. DVD player. 

 Communication of burn bans to the public, i.e. Consistence and policing of 

fire index signs. 

 Separated from the budgetary process. 

 Staffing participation – in service participation in door to door program. 

 Geographic extent of city – 3059 sq. km. 

Opportunities 

 Nurture media contacts for greater visibility. 

 Make use of City’s Communications Officer for greater spread of message 

and input toward public display. 

 Variable work hours to meet customer needs. 
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 Full-time Public Educator integration with the volunteer Public Education 

Committee to disseminate public education material in a consistent manner 

and overall management and coordination of attendance at public education 

functions throughout the City of Kawartha Lakes. 

Threats 

 Overloading – same volunteers and too few of them. 

 Too great a demand on creativity. 

 Difficulties in fundraising – economic conditions of the day and lack of major 

industry to draw support from. 

Findings 

The risk assessment conducted by the OFM indicated that the City of Kawartha 

Lakes has a high risk for fire death and dollar loss in residential occupancies. The 

City of Kawartha Lakes has an above provincial level of seniors population and a 

large number of farms. 

The expansion of the Fire Prevention Division to one full-time Fire Prevention 

officer and four full-time Fire Prevention inspectors in 2002 is in keeping with the 

department maintaining a strong Fire Prevention program. There are several Public 

Education programs instituted within the municipality 

The general criteria and Fire Underwriters Survey grading system (refer to 

Appendix F: “Fire Underwriters Survey Letter Re: Fire Prevention and Public 

Education”) has been used across North America for ratio of fire inspectors to 

population.  In 2001 the recommendation was 1 inspector per 15,000, population 

and 1 Public Educator per 50,000. The City census estimated the population for 

2006 at 74,561. This indicates that the Fire Prevention Division may need additional 

staff resources in the next five years to maintain the ratio of Inspectors to 

population recommended by the Underwriters. 

Recommendations 

 Note: Refer to Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.” 

 AD-1: That the “KLFRS Administrative Structure – Proposed” organization 

chart (Figure 2) be adopted and implemented immediately for current 

positions and that proposed positions be considered in future years. 
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 AD-2: That the position of Assistant Chief Logistics be reclassified as 

“Deputy Chief Support Services”. 

 AD-3: That the Position of Assistant Chief Emergency Planning be 

reclassified to “Deputy Chief Fire Prevention Officer”. 

 AD-4: That the direct reports and programs indicated in the Organization and 

Staffing chapter be assigned to the appropriate positions. 

 AD-5: That a new job description be considered for the 2013 budget for the 

position of “Manager Facilities and Stores” and that the position be filled by a 

candidate who has building construction and distribution and stores 

management experience. 

 AD-6: That one of the following options be considered for servicing the fire 

fleet: 

o That a new job description be developed for the position of “Manager 

Vehicles and Equipment” and the position be filled by a candidate 

who has fleet management and mechanical certification as well as 

Emergency Vehicle Technician (EVT) certification, or 

o That a mechanic qualified as an EVT be assigned from the City fleet 

to report directly to the Deputy Chief Support Services to service the 

fire fleet. 

 AD-7: That a new job description be considered for the 2012 budget for the 

position of “Manager Emergency Management Program” and the position to 

be filled by an applicant who is a certified “Community Emergency 

Management Coordinator” (CEMC). 

 AD-8: That the Master Fire Plan be revisited in 2017 to evaluate and update 

the Master Fire Plan for the next five to ten years. 

 FS-1: That the tiered response criteria for emergency medical services be 

evaluated to determine the appropriate responses from the Fire Service to 

these types of calls. 

 FS-2: That the operational staffing in the fulltime Divisions be established as 

a minimum of 4 Fire fighters and a maximum of 5 Fire fighters on duty at all 

times and that a financial plan be developed to allow for the hiring of two (2) 

Fire fighters each year to achieve this level of fulltime staffing by 2017.  
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 FP-1: That the City investigate the possibility of cost sharing with another 

municipality for a lawyer for Fire Code enforcement and legal services 

support. 

 FP-2: That the City develop a Web page exclusive to Fire Prevention and 

Public Education for public access. 

 FP-3: That the partnership with the Health Unit toward child car seat clinics 

be expanded to initiate training for selected volunteer Fire fighters as car 

seat technicians. 

 FP-4: That the inspection program progress toward a proactive inspection 

program aimed at routine inspections rather than inspections only prompted 

by complaint or request and that the hiring of an additional staff resource be 

considered. 

 FP-5: That a Home Inspection program be expanded to include all Division 

areas in the City. 
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Training 

The City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service has a Training Advisory 

Committee consisting of long-term experienced Fire fighters.  This committee has 

outlined a training course that is mandatory for all recruits hired. The course 

consists of written, practical, physical, training and testing components.  

Background 

The following are the members of the Master Fire Plan Training Advisory subgroup 

responsible for gathering and analyzing the training needs of the department. 

 Pat Twohey: Assistant Fire Chief 

 Terry Jones: Lindsay Division 

 Fred Elder: Fenelon Division 

 Mike Reid: Bethany Division 

 Wayne Nielson: Woodville Division 

 Tom Allen: Norland Division 

 Don James: Omemee Division 

As in any organization or business the human resource (manpower) is the most 

valuable and costly resource other than capital assets. Whereas capital assets 

have a fixed value and a calculable depreciation, the human factor can vary in 

productivity and thus in intrinsic value to the organization. 

The productivity factor in the fire service can be measured by how effectively and 

quickly an incident can be brought to a successful, safe conclusion or how 

proactive programs can minimize the occurrence of incidents. 

The key to enhancing the productivity of the human resource is through training. 

Training empowers people with the skills and attitude to perform beyond 

expectation in a safe manner the services required by their customers (ratepayers). 

It is important to understand that the success in improving the training in the City of 

Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue is dependent on having a focused overall approach. 

Although some recommendations may seem more attainable and easier to 

implement they should not be “cherry-picked” as the complete success of one 

initiative is usually interdependent on the success of others. 
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Although the recommendations on training content are very important to the 

delivery of services in the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service, those 

recommendations regarding administration, organization and delivery systems are 

critical. No matter how important a needed training is, if it is not organized and 

delivered in an effective manner the effect and dollars invested will not be best 

value for our ratepayers. 

Just as on the fire ground where the Incident Command System is a must for the 

successful conclusion of an incident, the command and control features in a 

training system must also be in place.  

Pre-Amalgamation Training History 

For a clear picture of how the Findings contained in this section of the report were 

developed, a snapshot historical background is required. 

When the City of Kawartha Lakes was formed in 2001, there were considerable 

differences in the levels of training and capabilities between the amalgamated 

Divisions.  Some of the key areas identified as deficient in training included:  

 The lack of qualified Trainer Facilitators or sufficient numbers of them 

 Nonexistent structured training program  

 Nonexistent and/or incomplete Training records  

 Sporadic use of an Incident Command System to manage occurrences; not 

all Divisions had fire ground accountability systems in place at incidents 

 Lack of professionalism in Radio communication skills.  

Not all Divisions were deficient in these training deficiencies. Twenty-five percent of 

the Divisions had many of the above problems with about fifty percent displaying 

some of the deficiencies.  The balance could be characterized as superior in the 

handling of the above-noted issues. 

Training: Amalgamation to Present  

Administration realized that training would play an important part in uniting these 

twenty-one Divisions into an effective force that was uniformly trained, competent, 

and safety-oriented. The training has significantly improved since 2001, however 

there is considerable room for improvement.  Table 4 identifies the training regime 

supported by the KLFRS. General training at the hall level is controlled and 

administrated by staff in each Division. 
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Table 4: Current Training Regimen  

Forty Hour 

Recruit 

Ongoing: Spring and Fall of each year 

Pumper 

Operation 

(Ontario Fire 

College) 

Conducted in 2006, 12 in course. Three additional 

attempts to fill other courses with 12 (minimum required) 

failed. 2007 Division 12 completed the course.  

Trainer 

Facilitator 

Ongoing with one course a year from 2004 to 2006 but 

2007 to date has been missed. This program is being 

reactivated starting in the spring of 2009. 

EPC 1  (Emergency Patient Care)Training Program (EFR 

Training Program after Nov 2007) 

Defibrillator 

Training 

Last held Nov 2007 (EFR Training Program after Nov 

2007). EFR Training Program (Replacing EPC 1 Program 

and Defibrillator Training Program) ongoing since Nov 

2007.  This is a scheduled program designed to maintain 

the medical efficiency of the Department in a uniform 

fashion. 

Command in 

the City 

 (Incident Command) 12hrs 80-85% of FF in city Oct 2003 

Replaced by Fire Attack II 

Officer Training Jan 2006 Norland Division Pilot (not Implemented beyond 

pilot because it was felt that the upcoming Fire Attack II 

program would address Officer Training needs.) 

Fire Attack II Course (Initial Fire Ground Tactics) May 2006  Program 

was delivered to all Divisions but ongoing delivery has not 

been maintained. 
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Core Training (Starting Sept of 2008)  Program based on the top twenty 

Core Topics identified in the Training Advisory subgroup 

Needs Analysis for the Master Fire Plan. First Aid and 

Defibrillation the top two core topics are being handled in 

the EFR Program. The next top four: SCBA / Protective 

Clothing, Ventilation, Ladders Hose Streams all based on 

IFSTA 4 will be uniformly trained on by all Divisions in 

2009 in an attempt to bring consistency and uniformity to 

the training within each Division. The remaining Core 

Topics will be cycled into future training. 

RIT Training (Start: Sept  2008)  Rapid Intervention Team Training 

(Downed Fire fighter Rescue) Requested by OH&S 

Committee 

Water Handling (In  Pilot stage with  start of Late Oct 2008) Focuses on 

the most effective Rural Water Handling Techniques 
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In 2009, Fire Administration directed Provincial funding for Training toward the 

hiring of two contract Fire Department qualified trainers to address many of the 

issues outlined in this summary. In addition Fire Administration has implemented 

corrective measures to resolve training issues identified by the Master Fire Plan 

Training subgroup.  

Training Issues Identified 

Not only is a strong, effective organizational structure in the training division 

required, training delivery needs to be performed by qualified and knowledgeable 

personnel.  There is minimal training interaction between most Divisions, which 

makes it difficult to integrate actions as a unified force when functioning together on 

the fire ground.  

A variety of documentation has been reviewed for this 

report (refer to Appendix G: “Training Resource Material”). The training Issues 

identified by the reference materials can be assigned to one of three categories:  

1. Training, Administration or Structural Organization 

2. Training, Mechanism of Delivery 

3. Training, Program Content Needs 

Training: Administration or Structural Organization 

The capability and effectiveness of a fire department’s personnel at varying types of 

incidents is directly related to ability to perform myriad tasks associated with a given 

incident. The ability to perform these tasks effectively, efficiently and in a safe 

manner is directly related to fire personnel’s level of training.  

To determine whether training is at the required level, an evaluation or 

measurement has been undertaken to assess performance against accepted 

standards. 1   All needs analysis studies conducted since amalgamation show a 

variance in the effectiveness and quality of training in the Divisions. Observed 

performance at actual fire scenes by the Training Advisory subgroup and 

                                                 
1   Gloria Bizak (IFSTA…Fire and Emergency Services Instructor author) sees this assessment  as “the 

process used to find out the knowledge, skills and abilities of the learner by observation and special activities”. 
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Administrative staff indicate a varied Division efficiency in application of fire ground 

skills. 

Training administration, organization and delivery systems are critical. If a training 

program is not organized and delivered in an effective manner, the effect and 

dollars invested will not return best value for our ratepayers.  A training coordinator 

would be of substantial value in solving many of the organizational issues identified 

by the Training Advisory subgroup. 

While having made a significant contribution to the improvement of training in the 

City during the course of this review, the KLFRS Training Advisory Committee lacks 

the time and the ability to effectively manage an overall training program.  The 

subgroup has relied on volunteer time to accomplish what it has achieved to date.  

The subgroup functions well as an advisory group, but is limited in its ability to 

manage the details on training for every Division.   The Training Advisory 

Committee is currently only able to provide short-term or immediate-need reaction 

planning.  

To bring consistency and focus to the training program, the KLFRS needs to 

develop short-term, medium-term and long-term training goals.  A commitment to 

attain those objectives and to maintain application throughout the Divisions will also 

be required. 

Division training guidance is required from a centralized source that can provide 

direction and material resources to ensure uniform content and consistency of 

product at the Division level.  Understanding the emergency risks of the community 

and developing a training program to provide skilled and competent Fire fighters will 

address those issues.  Such program development is a time-consuming skilled task 

that needs to be assigned to ensure our Fire fighters are able to take action to 

minimize harm or property loss.   

Further, to ensure trained skills are maintained at a high level, there needs to be a 

maintenance training program in place.  

Superior training is necessary for the following reasons: 

 The City’s vast geographical area dictates response time for adjacent 

Division manpower and equipment.  First responders need to be highly 

trained to maintain the scene until additional resources arrive. 

 Initial low manpower availability during daytime in a significant portion of the 

city supports  a similar need for all initial responders to be highly trained. 

Since initial responders may vary incident to incident, all City Fire fighters 
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need to be trained at the same level of proficiency to provide fair and equal 

service. 

 Initial low manpower and quality of training has a direct effect on the 

efficiency of suppression activities in the critical first twenty minutes of an 

incident. 

 Reliance upon volunteers for 95% of Suppression manpower presents 

unique challenges in providing uniform quality training.  

 The City is dominantly largely rural making effective water handling a critical 

component of effective Fire Suppression. 

Training: Mechanism of Delivery 

Analysis of various resources (refer to Appendix G) identifies a need for a 

consistent and uniform approach to training content at the Division level.  Training 

that integrates basic skills into an action set so that Fire Ground Action Plans flow 

in an organized manner on the fire ground is essential. To be truly effective this 

training should occur at the Division and Inter-Division level. 

Divisions need to be able to consistently train together in simulated exercises to 

hone their skills and increase their effectiveness and efficiency similarly to how they 

should operate on the fire ground.  

There is a need to provide an ongoing program for trainers not only to bring them to 

the Trainer/ Facilitator level but beyond by providing them with training in lesson 

plan delivery and development. There is a need for a strong training organizational 

structure and delivery structure. 

There is a need for a central training facility to provide the opportunity for multiple 

halls to train together providing consistent practical and theoretical training.  This 

facility should have a large classroom with breakout rooms, kitchen, washrooms, 

truck bays and storage. The property should be large enough to include a smoke 

tower, flashover unit, a reservoir for drafting and water supply, and areas for 

specialized rescue training.  A central library in the facility with speciality training 

books, videos and a lesson plan database that Divisions could call upon would 

improve upon the uniformity and consistency of training. 

Fire Prevention and Public Education programs could be based out of this location 

including access by school tours of fire-fighting training activities.  

It would be disservice to the ratepayers and the Master Fire Plan Task Force if the 

Training Advisory subgroup did not point out that there is an underutilized, centrally 
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located, city-owned property that would be ideal for use as the KLFRS training 

centre. This facility is the former Fenelon Township office and affiliated works shed. 

The features that make this facility an ideal central fire /community training facility 

include: 

 It is city-owned and centrally located but away from residential areas 

 It is currently underutilized and would accommodate immediate occupancy. 

 The building has all the desired features for a training facility and has room 

for expansion. 

 The works shed currently has only three of eight bays in use. 

 The Office area is currently being used by EMS.  

 It has a secluded pit that could be used for live fire training and is close to a 

permanent creek for water supply. 

Training: Program Content Needs 

The uniformity and quality of the training content are very important to ability of the 

City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service to providing superior services.  

Recurring Leadership Skills Training should be required by all Officers and Fire 

fighters who frequently are initial responders especially in Divisions that do not 

have Officers in the initial on-scene group.  There are notable areas such as RIT 

(Rapid Intervention Team) and ISO (Incident Safety Officer) where Fire fighters are 

performing these tasks without adequate training. 

Summary 

There is a need to utilize the Fire House records 

management program, training records module, fully to provide a structured 

mechanism that shows that accurate, complete, and centralized individual 

personnel training record-keeping. Currently most Divisions handle and maintain 

their own training records with no audit function in place to ensure accurate and 

consistent quality assurance. The Fire House Computer program, which has a 

training records module, is not being used by all Divisions. Accessibility to the 

program is not available to all Divisions because of logistical problems. Record-
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keeping needs to be compliant with the OFM Section 21 Guidance Notes. The full 

implementation of the Fire House Program training module with its central record-

keeping capability would satisfy the OFM’s Guidance Notes requirements on 

Training Record-keeping. 

There is a need to establish an ongoing program to enhance the skills of those 

providing the training beyond the intermittent Trainer Facilitator Program. The 

Trainer Facilitator program produces a facilitator but not fully capable Instructors 

who use facilitation as part of their training delivery.   

There is a need to provide Maintenance Training that is a scheduled, practical 

application of basic skills in a simulated fire ground environment. 

Divisions need to follow set uniform topic lesson plans when undertaking training 

activities. The analysis of the resource material (refer to Appendix G) reveals an 

identifiable difference in uniformity and consistency of training. Structured training 

programs exist in each Division at present, though they are undertaken by the 

individual Divisions with no uniformity or common structure of content or delivery 

mechanism.  

An Incident Command System is currently fully operational in the City and all 

Divisions seem to be adhering to its protocols, however there is need to have an 

ongoing maintenance training program to maintain and improve current efficiencies 

as staffing changes. 

A Personnel Accountability Program, nonexistent in most pre-amalgamation 

Divisions, is currently being used by all Divisions in a consistent manner.  This 

program requires ongoing maintenance training to ensure that all personnel 

understand, know and follow its critical safety guidelines. 

From observation by the Training Advisory subgroup and Administrative staff there 

is a variance in the application of trained skills on the fire ground.  Some Divisions 

do not seem to understand how to fully apply their training as an integrated function 

to maximize efficiency on the fire ground. The subgroup has concluded that this is 

likely the result of the lack of regular Leadership Training or Officer Training. 

Findings  

There is a need to establish a training level guideline for all members of the City of 

Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service.  It is generally accepted within the service 

that the Ontario Fire Marshal’s curriculum modified to fit local needs and 

circumstances together with several other certifications and technical training is the 

current standard. There is no formal recognition of this fact and the standard or 

guideline needs to be adopted for all members of the KLFRS. 
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Officer Training is essential for all of the operational officers and acting officers of 

the service. Basic leadership modules combined with incident command and 

managing people modules should form the basis for a minimum course that could 

be developed and presented to all operational officers. 

Fire Prevention Officers utilize the local by-laws and the Ontario Fire Code in the 

daily duties of the position.  Training for these officers is by necessity far removed 

from the operational and practical training of Fire fighters. The OFM has a 

certification training program that should form the basis for a minimum standard for 

KLFRS Fire Prevention officers.  

The supervision, management and coordination of a training program for 21 

Divisions and over 400 members is identified as being key to  training program 

delivery and maintenance system. Currently two temporary positions funded 

through a Provincial grant will be utilized in establishing and maintaining the training 

program in the near future. This is a short-term resolution to the issues identified 

herein, however a long-term solution will be necessary when this temporary 

arrangement is concluded. 

A central training facility has been identified as a priority by the Training Advisory 

subgroup  in an effort to centralize and bring consistency to the practical and 

theoretical training of the Fire fighters in Kawartha Lakes.  The proposed facility is 

being considered for a central location in Fenelon Falls in a building currently 

owned and operated by the municipality, the financial advantages to this proposal 

are obvious in terms of the reduced need for upfront capital funding for the project.   

It would be beneficial to the Department to conduct a detailed training needs 

analysis to assist future training decision-making. A City-wide Training Needs 

Analysis has been completed but should be scheduled at regular intervals to 

assess progress and refocus if needs change. 

Inter-Division training should become formalized as part of the training program. 

The content of inter-Division training should be standardized utilizing best practices 

for the tasks and these should be applied uniformly throughout the city. 

Familiarization with the adjacent Division’s equipment should eliminate or minimize 

problems until standardization occurs.  
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Recommendations 

Note: Refer to Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.” 

 T-1: That a reserve be established for a Central Training Facility to 

incorporate all aspects, facilities and equipment discussed in this plan. 

 T-2: That the Fire Chief, upon completion of the temporary “Contract 

Training Coordinators” employment, conduct an evaluation of the program 

and recommend a strategy for ongoing supervision and management of the 

training program. 

 T-3: That a Division Training Analysis be conducted to determine a 

quantitative measurement of the current level of training in each Division. 

 T-4: That an Operational Officer Training Program be developed and 

delivered to all Operational Officers and Acting Officers in the service. 

 T-5: That a training program be introduced to increase the number of Trainer 

Facilitators where required and provide additional training skills for our 

current and future Trainer Facilitators. 

 T-6: That an inter-Division training program be established as part of the 

ongoing practical training program of the Fire Rescue Service. 

 T-7: That the minimum level of training for Fire Prevention Officers meet the 

requirements of the OFM, FPO certification. 

 T-8: That the minimum level of training required for all members of the 

Kawartha Lakes Fire and Rescue Services complies with the Ontario Fire 

Marshal’s curriculum as amended for local needs and includes the following: 

o Haz-mat minimum Awareness level   

o Incident Command Training  

o Water Ice Rescue Certification   

o Operations level S103 Wild Land Fire-fighting Trench Rescue 

techniques  

o Hi-Angle Rescue techniques  

o Confined Space training  

o Vehicle Extrication techniques  
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o Rapid Intervention Team (RIT) training 
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Fire Station Location  

Introduction 

Central to a fire department's Fire Suppression effectiveness are the location and 

number of fire Divisions and the fire fighting companies they house. This 

determines the speed of response to fires and to an extent how many fire 

companies and fire fighters are required. These represent the bulk of the cost of 

operation of the full-time, or career, fire department. 

The traditional method of locating fire Divisions has been largely a matter of 

reacting to obvious growing weaknesses in day-to-day response times. In more 

recent strategic planning, manual measurements on maps and analyses of the past 

response record have been used, but with limited analysis capability.  

Today, increasing numbers of cities and towns are taking advantage of the ability to 

utilize tailor-made computer programs to assess the effectiveness of their fire 

department and Division deployments. This includes examination of future 

scenarios as well. 

Fire Opt Approach 

The more primitive methods of determining fire division locations have become 

obsolete under today's conditions. The pressures of operating costs, demands for 

precise accountability and the scattering of high risks throughout modern cities 

have made more precise and provable methods desirable. The best programs can 

provide for easy comparative analyses of all options. The Fire Opt program has 

been designed to make these features available at modest cost without sacrifice of 

precision. 

The Fire Opt program provides an analysis of fire Division locations and fire 

company deployment based on a replica of the road and street network in the 

municipality. It applies to this network apparatus travel speeds developed from 

actual runs to emergency calls. The program checks the possible routes of travel 

between a fire Division and the fire demand delivery point to determine the fastest 

(or shortest if preferred). The actual route chosen may be displayed if desired.  

The ability of fire departments to reach all parts of the municipality promptly is 

measured against whatever standards of performance are desired. These 

standards may be categorized according to the degree of life and property risk or 

fire fighting workload in each location. A recommended sample standard is 

available in the program, but may be changed at will. 
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The different areas of the municipality may be identified by points (nodes) on the 

network or by fire demand zones representing neighbourhoods, or even individual 

properties. Various categories of risk value relating to the performance standards 

selected are then set for each node or zone. It is recommended that a detailed fire 

risk mapping be conducted for the built-up area of the municipality.  This may be 

managed in a variety of ways, but an established method that fits the sample 

performance standard in the program is described later in this section of the report. 

The Fire Opt user is free to apply widely varying risk values and performance 

standards of choice. 

The Fire Opt program outputs provide the times for apparatus runs from all fire 

Division locations, or proposed locations, to all nodes or demand zones. The 

program analyses these by indicating which nodes or zones are within the 

standards prescribed, together with proportion of the total that is covered. Thus, the 

quality of coverage of different Division or fire department configurations may be 

compared. Coverage of the municipality in the future may be made by extending 

the network to fit the growth forecasts of the municipal planners. 

Response Zones 

The Response Zones or polygons that determine the response areas in the 

municipality originated from the political boundaries of the municipalities prior to the 

amalgamation.   Several changes have been made to the boundaries to provide for 

the closest response, which remains an ongoing process as anomalies are 

discovered. By configuration of the Fire Opt program, the road travel time can be 

determined and may serve to highlight potential problem areas that can be 

monitored. 

Table 5 provides data for the call-out volume statistics by each Division for the 

period 2006-2008 and Table 6 provides the assist call-out statistics for the period 

2005-2007. 

Division Locations 

The Division Locations in the municipality were determined by the geographic 

boundaries of the municipalities prior to amalgamation and were established to 

protect the risks within the local municipal political boundaries. With amalgamation 

the opportunity to revisit these locations and determine what if any changes may be 

made to improve or enhance the fire protection for the whole of the City of 

Kawartha Lakes. 
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Table 5: Call-Out Statistics by Division 

Station 2006 2007 2008 

1. Lindsay 1130 1195 1299 

2. Omemee 236 250 213 

3. Bobcaygeon 397 386 434 

4. Ops 4 4 1 

5. Dunsford 60 73 43 

6. Emily 55 56 59 

7. Bethany 55 74 61 

8. Pontypool 65 119 103 

9. Janetville 77 41 74 

10. Little Britain 100 120 133 

11. Oakwood 57 80 93 

12. Cameron 91 100 103 

14 Woodville 99 91 83 

15. Kirkfield 144 168 155 

16. Carden 30 49 44 
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Station 2006 2007 2008 

17. Norland 77 63 74 

18. Kinmount 18 30 37 

19. Coboconk 62 63 90 

20. Burnt River 46 32 45 

21. Baddow 29 34 40 

22. Fenelon Falls 213 227 189 
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Table 6: Call-Out Assist Statistics by Division  

Division 

Number 

2005 

Total 1st 

Response 

Calls 

2005 

Total 

Assist 

Calls 

2006 

Total 1st 

Response 

Calls 

2006 

Total 

Assist 

Calls 

2007 

Total 1st 

Response 

Calls 

2007 

Total 

Assist 

Calls 

1. Lindsay 1351 2 1130 3 1195 4 

2. Omemee 236 17 236 8 250 11 

3. 

Bobcaygeon 

397 7 397 4 386 16 

4. Ops 6 53 4 38 4 24 

5. Dunsford 57 19 60 9 73 16 

6. Emily 68 22 55 9 56 21 

7. Bethany 55 18 55 15 74 18 

8. Pontypool 104 7 65 7 119 6 

9. Janetville 52 13 77 3 41 8 

10. Little 

Britain 

119 19 100 7 120 9 

11. 

Oakwood 

106 43 57 20 80 25 

12. 

Cameron 

107 11 91 12 100 17 
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Division 

Number 

2005 

Total 1st 

Response 

Calls 

2005 

Total 

Assist 

Calls 

2006 

Total 1st 

Response 

Calls 

2006 

Total 

Assist 

Calls 

2007 

Total 1st 

Response 

Calls 

2007 

Total 

Assist 

Calls 

14. 

Woodville 

86 14 99 6 91 18 

15. Kirkfield 136 8 144 13 168 8 

16. Carden 35 3 30 9 49 1 

17. Norland 75 15 77 12 63 3 

18. 

Kinmount 

30 2 18 1 30 2 

19. 

Coboconk 

91 9 62 14 63 16 

20. Burnt 

River 

31 3 46 8 32 29 

21. Baddow 31 21 29 13 34 13 

22. Fenelon 

Falls 

242 11 213 20 227 20 

Total Calls 3415 317 3031 231 3254 285 

The Fire Master Plan Task Force appointed a Station Location subgroup to 

investigate and report on the Division locations and deployment of equipment and 

resources within the City of Kawartha Lakes. That group consisted of Councillor 

Donna Villemaire and Tim Brasier, Professional Fire Fighters Association, with 

input from Mike Hutchings and Assistant Chief Pat Twohey. 
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The first meeting of the group acknowledged the effort and resources that were 

used to produce the “Transition Board Fire Task Force Final Report” (November 

2000). The subgroup determined that “Appendix D: Fire Division Location Study” 

would be the appropriate template document from which to base its findings. 

There are 21 fire Divisions in the City.  Each Division was visited and rated on the 

scale shown in Table 7. 

Options and Strategies 

There are only four fire Divisions that do not require specific immediate attention. 

The large majority of the Divisions require attention - some immediately - and at 

least three stations should be replaced and/or relocated in the short term. 

The financial impact to the municipality is considerable and is estimated in the 

millions as the average cost of a three-bay fire station will range between 1 to 1.5 

million dollars. 

Several of the Divisions are in disrepair and if not addressed will result in a long-

term deterioration of the City infrastructure inventory.  The maintenance needs of 

the Divisions must be addressed in a short- and long-term strategy.  Several 

stations require roof repairs and several require expansion to accommodate the 

modern day vehicles, emergency operations and training of the Fire fighters. 

The complete Station Location subgroup report (supplementary to this Plan) 

contains detail on every Division in the department.   For the  purpose  of  this  

section  of  the  Master  Fire  Plan,  only the top  four stations— Ops, Pontypool, 

Bethany, Little Britain --  that require immediate consideration (D rating) have been 

identified by the Task Force and snapshot summaries are presented here. The 

KLFRS headquarters/suppression station (Lindsay) is proving inadequate to meet 

the needs of efficient delivery of service. Thus the summary findings related to 

Division 1 are also included for consideration. 

It is understood that the financial cost of upgrading all of the Divisions that are in 

need is not a feasible option for the City at this time.  The following prioritization of 

the Division needs has been identified by the Station Location subgroup as 

recommended work to be completed over the next five to ten years. 
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Table 7: Station Ratings  

D: Immediate attention required (1 to 5 years) 

C: Attention required long term (3 to 5 years) 

B: Attention required short term (1 to 3 years) 

A: No work required (review in 5 years) 

Priority Area (Division) Rating Comment 

1 Ops (Station 4) D Roof repair and 

insulation 

2 Pontypool (Station 

8) 

D Replacement and 

relocation 

3 Bethany (Station 7) D Replacement and 

relocation 

4 Little Britain 

(Station 10) 

D Replacement and 

relocation 

5 Lindsay (Station 1) D Relocate 

headquarters or 

fire suppression 

6 Kinmount (Station 

18) 

D-C Consider 

redeployment, 

access to water 

7 Fenelon Falls 

(Station 22) 

C-B-D Consider merge 

with Baddow 

8 Cameron (Station 

12) 

C-D Access to water 
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Priority Area (Division) Rating Comment 

9 Kirkfield (Station 

15) 

C-D Access to water 

10 Oakwood (Station 

11) 

C-B Consider 

expansion 

11 Bobcaygeon 

(Station 3) 

C-B Consider 

expansion re EMS 

(2nd storey and 

bay) 

12 Carden (Station 

16) 

C Consider 

redeployment 

13 Omemee (Station 

2) 

C Consider 

relocation in 

downtown planning 

14 Baddow (Station 

21) 

C Consider merge 

with Fenelon Falls 

15 Dunsford (Station 

5) 

C Consider merge 

with Emily 

16 Norland (Station 

17) 

B Improve station 

access/egress 

17 Coboconk (Station 

19) 

B Improve/construct 

access from rear 

yard 

18 Emily (Station 6) A Maintain upkeep 
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Priority Area (Division) Rating Comment 

19 Janetville (Station 

9) 

A Maintain upkeep 

20 Woodville (Station 

14) 

A Maintain upkeep 

21 Burnt River 

(Station 20) 

A Maintain upkeep 

NOTE:  Station reviews conducted over a three-year period; some issues identified 

in double or triple ratings have since been addressed. 
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Priority Findings 

Priority 1: Station #4 Ops Division 

The first priority need of the department maintenance program is the Ops Division, 

which has been closed for approximately two years due to damage caused by a 

leaky roof coming into contact with the insulation as well as other health and safety 

issues in the Division.  

NOTE: At the time of writing this report remedial action has been taken by Council 

to address the Health & Safety Concerns identified by the subgroup. 

Priority 2 Station #8 Pontypool Division 

The Pontypool Division station is comprised of four former garage sections joined 

together and is located on a community side street. This is a very old building that 

appears to have evolved over time and provides very limited space for the Fire 

fighters. The training grounds are located on John Street, adjacent to the reservoir.  

The training area would prove an ideal location for the construction of a new Fire 

Station for Pontypool. 
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Priority 3 Station #7 Bethany Division 

The Bethany Division is located on a small site that is inappropriate for a Fire 

Division.  Major upgrades and additions may have been able to retain the Division 

but the site is not large enough to accommodate the operation of a Fire Division. A 

site exists and is apparently owned by the City on Ski Hill Road approximately 1km 

from the current Division site. The proposed site is part of a subdivision agreement 

that has earmarked this property for the new Bethany Division. 

Priority #4 Station #10 Little Britain 

The Little Britain Division is located in a flood plain, which will likely affect on-site 

rebuilding and/or renovations, additions. The station is old, poorly insulated and 

size-restricted for the updated Fire Trucks. The preferred option is to relocate this 

station on city property located at the junction of Ramsey and Eldon roads, 

approximately 4 Km from the current site. Based on the number and types of calls, 

it is recommended that a new station also accommodate an ambulance bay. 
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Emergency Service Headquarters/Division #1 Lindsay 

The building was originally designed for a single Division composite department 

and has undergone several changes of occupancy and additions to the service 

levels of the department. This incorporation has placed a considerable strain on the 

work space at headquarters that now consists of some 17 full-time personnel as 

well as the Fire fighter suppression crew occupying the building 24/7.  The old fire 

bays have been converted to office space and an antique fire truck display.  There 

is limited space for day staff and the on-duty Fire fighters.   

Findings 

The Fire Divisions of the City of Kawartha Lakes are a valuable asset to the City 

that must be maintained.  The City inherited the Fire Divisions from all of the former 

communities that now reside within the City of Kawartha Lakes boundaries. Many 

of the Fire Divisions were erected or converted by the volunteers of the various 

former Fire Departments, using their own skills and money donated from sponsors, 

BBQ’s, sales, lotteries and any other way the Fire fighters could raise the money for 

the benefit of the public. 

The Division buildings are in varying states of repair.  A few are found to be 

generally in good condition while many others require upgrades or additions and 

some require replacement. The Station Location subgroup report (supplementary to 

this Plan) describes each Division and the issues that will need to be addressed. 

The financial impact of attempting to deal with all of the issues found in the Division 

during the next decade would be untenable for the City to fund when all of the other 

issues and priorities of the City are taken into consideration. There is an urgent 

need to start into the program and fund it long-term through the budget process by 

first dealing with the four priorities identified by the Station Location subgroup for 

the Master Plan Task Force. 

The subgroup has identified four Divisions to be considered for repair or 

replacement over the next five to ten years.  Those Divisions are Division #4 Ops, 

Division #8 Pontypool, Division #7 Bethany and Division #10 Little Britain 
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The Ops Division issues are health and safety related (refer to Appendix H: 

“Healthy House Report”) and the repairs to the building to remove the mildew and 

insulation must be the first priority in the budget process. This has been approved 

in the 2009 capital budget.  With some staffing adjustments, the subgroup identified 

this station as a possible location for a specialized garage and mechanic shop 

should that service be determined appropriate in future.  

Station #8 Pontypool is suggested to be built 2010/2011. The station should be a 

three-bay Division with the inclusion of a bay dedicated to accommodate an 

ambulance.  Fire fighter and Paramedic facilities are needed as is office space, 

stores space, a training room, meeting room and lounge, locker room and showers 

and washrooms. There is a reservoir on the proposed site that will be suitable for 

cleaning and filling the tanks of the fire trucks. 

The replacement for Station #7 Bethany has been earmarked for a piece of land 

adjacent to a subdivision proposal on Ski Hill Road. It is suggested that this station 

be built in 2013/2014 for occupation in the summer of 2014. A two-bay, double 

vehicle depth bay station with drive-through capabilities is the ideal model for this 

site. The station should also contain accommodations for the Fire fighters to include 

office space, stores space, a training room, meeting room and lounge, locker room 

and showers and washrooms. Ideally an above-ground or under-water reservoir 

should be considered for cleaning vehicles and hoses, and filling truck tanks. 

Relocation of Station #10 Little Britain to the site identified earlier in this section is 

suggested for 2016/2017. A four-bay station with a bay dedicated to accommodate 

an ambulance and accommodations for the Fire fighters and Paramedics to include 

office space, stores space, a training room, meeting room and lounge, locker room 

and showers and washrooms. Ideally an above-ground or under-water reservoir 

should be considered for cleaning vehicles and hoses, and filling the truck tanks. 

The building accommodating Emergency Services Headquarters, Division #1 

Lindsay, has reached saturation and an alternate site needs to be found to house 

the Administration of the KLFRS. A suitable building should be identified as soon as 

possible with regards to Station #1, Lindsay and one of two options could be 

considered: 

 That the KLFRS Administration headquarters be relocated to the building, or 

 That a new location for the Fire Suppression team be further investigated. 

Recommendations 

Note: Refer to Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.” 
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 SL-1: That a dedicated fire station repair and replacement reserve budget 

account be established in the annual budget process and that a minimum of 

$1 million be dedicated to the reserve account on an annual basis and that 

the reserve account be used for new stations and major repairs or 

renovations to existing stations. 

 SL-2: That the Ops Division repairs be completed in 2010 and consideration 

be given to accommodating a specialized fire equipment service/mechanic 

bay at this location in future  Budget approved in 2009. 

 SL-3: That a replacement for Station #8 Pontypool Division be budgeted for 

2011-2012 for completion in the summer of 2012. 

 SL-4: That a replacement for Station #7 Bethany Division be budgeted for 

2013-2014 for completion in the summer of 2014 

 SL-5: That a replacement for Station #10 Little Britain Division be budgeted 

for 2016-2017 for completion in the summer of 2017. 

 SL-6: That a suitable building be identified as soon as possible with regard to 

Station #1, Lindsay, and that Council consider one of two options: 

o That the KLFRS Administration headquarters be relocated to the 

building, or 

o That a new location for the Fire Suppression team be further 

investigated  
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Communications 

A communication subgroup was appointed by the Master Plan Task Force to 

provide a report on the Communications systems and issues. The subgroup 

consisted of Assistant Chief, Pat Twohey and Executive Assistant, Valerie Knights.  

A communications system directly impacts the ability of a fire service to provide 

successful fire protection to the municipality.  An effective system can result in 

reduced intervention time thereby reducing injury, loss of life and property due to 

fires and other emergencies.  An effective communications system contributes to a 

safer working environment for emergency responders and contributes to the timely 

response to non-emergency contact with the public.   

Prior to the creation of the City of Kawartha Lakes, the delivery of dispatching 

(paging) communications was performed by the Lindsay Police Service, along with 

two private dispatch companies. 

It was determined by Council in 2003 that one provider, the Lindsay Police Service 

now known as the Kawartha Lakes Police Service, would provide dispatching for 

the entire City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service. 

9-1-1 Central Emergency Reporting Bureau (CERB) and 

Dispatch Services 

The Kawartha Lakes Police Service currently provides a 

multifunction call centre.  The call centre staff answers all incoming 9-1-1 calls.  The 

staff also dispatch response calls for the Kawartha Lakes Police Service and the 

City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service.  If an incoming call is for any other fire 

department, the OPP or ambulance, the call is then transferred to the appropriate 

dispatch service. 

Evaluation Questions 

1. Does the present Kawartha Lakes Police Service CERB provide effective 

and cost-efficient dispatching and paging service? 
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2. Is the present agreed to performance criteria protocol adhered to, thereby 

addressing the key element of public safety? 

Data Sources 

 Legislative documents related to the performance standards required to 

perform the functions of a communication centre 

 Existing chronology information reporting sheets 

 Existing signed agreement between the Kawartha Lakes Police and the 

Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service 

 Dispatch Protocol/Procedures Manual 

 Communication/Dispatch Assessment Tracking manual 

 Communication documents/task force reports/request for proposal 

reports/Solicitor General Public Safety Guidelines  

 Communication audio tapes 
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Data Types 

A mixed approach relating to the quantitative and qualitative analysis should be 

used to assess the communication operations. 

A complete review of the operational tracking manual (response calls) is necessary 

to identify whether the established benchmarks noted below are followed. 

 Notification of a fire Division response 

 Dispatch of a fire Division within a set time period 

 Maintain computerized records 

 Dates and times responses answered by a downstream agency 

 Recording of all personnel, apparatus and requests for agency information 

and assistance 

o Focus group results from Dispatch/Communications relating to 

operation program. 

o Police service Communication Manager interview relating to 

discussion of operation areas of concern and proposed solution for 

correction. 

o Fire Service Communication Manager interview relating to discussion 

of service delivery, needs assessment and expectation of 

performance. 

o Ontario Fire Marshal interview relating to statistical review and 

documentation recordings. 

o Monthly review of all response calls. 

o Personal visitation to communication centre to observe operation. 

Methodology 

 Audio tape review of 9-1-1 recordings for performance standard 

determination. 

 Managers from both service shall meet quarterly, or as required, to review 

results of fire communications services. 
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 A cost comparison from the formula determination for the delivery of services 

between other municipalities of equal size. 

 Public complaint reports reviewed monthly by the manager to determine any 

errors. 

 Oral interviews with communicators to provide feedback for quality service 

delivery. 

 Review of training requirements and recording testing outcomes. 

 Senior Communicator will be responsible for in house training programs. 

 Senior Communicator, in conjunction with the Police Communication 

Manger, will meet quarterly to review present hardware and software 

requirements. 

 The Fire Service Communication Manger shall review procedures and 

policies related to dispatch protocol. 

 Documentation shall take place at all levels of training, including job 

shadowing. 

Associated Challenges Evaluating Communication/Dispatching 

 The problem with status quo. 

 The political implications to change the current CERB. 

 The one time costs of establishing a different location for a call centre, 

equipped to perform the current communication function. 

 The absence of provincial funding to help offset the cost of communication 

consoles and other equipment. 
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Solutions to Overcome Challenges 

 Breakdown the cost of a communication centre over a period of years, with 

the offsetting potential of revenue sources. 

 Proven options and recommendations for an alternate delivery of service, 

either internally or externally. 

 Proved information and/or documentation to provide proof of outside 

agencies, municipalities wishing delivery of a dispatch/paging service. 

 Illustrate the desire from the fire service performing the function of 

dispatching/paging and show evidence of meeting legislative requirements. 

 Provide documentation from the Fire Underwriters Survey that a stand alone 

fire dispatch centre has a higher classification than a multifunction centre, 

thus creating a more favourable insurance rating for the municipality. 

Options for Delivery of Service 

 Status Quo – Current system for communications/ Dispatch service. 

 Stand alone fire dispatch service with the option of creating a revenue 

generating source for dispatching other areas. 

 A combination Central Ambulance Communication Centre (CACC) and Fire 

dispatch centre. 

Benefits – Combined Communication Services 

 Provide a medical priority dispatching service instead of a priority card index 

service, providing patient care and leeway to manage. 

 Reduction of unnecessary fire/medical responders.  Awareness of the 

incident severity and a quicker response time. 

A final report would consist of, but not be limited to: 

 History of communications centres and cost of delivery relative to needs of a 

similar municipality. 

 Operations comparison of similar municipalities. 

 Analysis of the communication centre. 
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 Recommendations for future revenue source, operational improvements. 

 Support for recommendations. 

Findings 

There is a need to revisit the subject of emergency response communications. The 

current communications delivery system was initiated at the time of amalgamation. 

Options and alternative methods of operation have evolved that may prove cost-

effective and improve the efficiency of the Fire Service responses. 

A comprehensive review of all of the options and opportunities needs to be 

investigated and acted upon by the City Council to ensure the continued efficient 

and effective delivery of public safety services in the future. 

The Provincially operated CACC needs to be reviewed to improve the delivery of 

medical emergency response to all areas of the City. 

There have been issues and concerns raised related to the delayed response of the 

Emergency Medical Service in some of the more remote areas of the City that can 

be served better with an earlier first response of the local volunteer Fire fighters. 

There are indications that a central communications centre servicing other city 

departments such as 411, a 24/7 call centre for all services such as Public Works, 

waste removal, street lighting, by-law enforcement and citizens complaints, and 

potentially other Fire Service could be a cost-effective program.  

Recommendations 

Note: Refer to Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.” 

 CO-1: That the proposed Communications Manager assigned to the Deputy 

Chief Emergency Medical Services be considered in the 2012 budget. 

 CO-2: That in the short term the City of Kawartha Lakes develop internal 

policies for 9-1-1 call takers to intercept/monitor ambulance call requests and 

provide the link to the Fire Service for emergency medical responses. 

 CO-3: That the City of Kawartha Lakes establish an Emergency Services 

Communications Advisory Committee (ESCAC) to conduct a City wide 

review of all City emergency services communications and that the primary 

responsibility of the ESCAC be to investigate and report to Council on the 

following: 
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o Explore the possibility of the City of Kawartha Lakes assuming 

responsibility for the Central Ambulance Communications Centre 

(CACC).  

o Investigate the feasibility of a combined 

paging/dispatch/communications operation for the combined 

emergency services (Fire and EMS). 

o Explore the possibility of the combined communications operation 

assuming responsibility for the Central Emergency Reporting Bureau 

(CERB) 9-1-1 central emergency reporting service. 

o Evaluate the advantages of a single communications provider 

encompassing the 9-1-1 Central Emergency Reporting Bureau 

(CERB) requirements, the Central Ambulance Communications 

Centre (CACC) and the Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service (City of 

Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service).  
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Apparatus and Equipment 

Background 

The equipment utilized by the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service varies in 

age and serviceability from new to in excess of twenty years.  Due to the age and 

condition of some of the equipment, replacement and/or extensive maintenance is 

being carried out. Prior to amalgamation, 42% of the rolling stock was over the 

twenty year replacement standard as recommended by Fire Underwriters Survey.  

Four trucks, one hazmat trailer and one rescue van were purchased in 2001 and 

three trucks were purchased in 2002.  A replacement schedule for the fleet has 

been established.  The size of the fleet has been reduced in order for vehicles to be 

better utilized throughout the City.  There is an ongoing review and assessment for 

serviceability and operational condition of the vehicles. 

The City has two elevating devices. One unit is a 1960 Mercury 65’ aerial and is 

located in Fenelon Falls.  The second is a 1987 Bronto 88’ Elevating Platform. This 

vehicle was purchased new in 1988, replacing the 1960 Mercury aerial in the 

LindsayDivision, which was relocated and is still in service in the Fenelon Falls 

Division. It is equipped with a fire pump.  A new elevating device has been 

approved in the 2009 capital budget and will be located in the Lindsay Division. The 

1987 Bronto elevating device will be relocated to the Fenelon Division. 

In 2005 the budget was approved for the purchase of two 

Pumpers, one to be located in Burnt River and the other to be located in Ops 

Division.  

In 2006 a Thibault Pumper and Pumper/tanker were purchased for Fenelon Falls 

and Cameron Divisions respectively. 

In 2007 the City was successful in expanding the 2006 contract with Thibault.  The 

City ordered two more Pumper/tankers for Dunsford and Janetville as well as one 

Thibault Pumper for Lindsay, moving the Lindsay Pumper to Kirkfield.  In 2007 the 

City also tendered and purchased an Air Light Freightliner from PK Welding in 

Oshawa for the Fenelon Falls Division. 
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In 2008 the City ordered four Thibault Pumpers for Bobcaygeon, Omemee, 

Dunsford and Cameron Divisions. The existing trucks will be moved to less busy 

Divisions for the remainder of their serviceable years, with the exception of 

Dunsford’s truck, which will be declared surplus. 

Hurst extrication equipment has been purchased for the replacement of Holmatro 

equipment in Janetville and Pontypool.  The Holmatro extrication equipment in 

these Divisions was sold along with the Amkus equipment the year before to help 

offset the cost of the new equipment. 

All Divisions in the KLFRS now have Hurst hydraulic extrication equipment and 

most have one set of stabilization equipment. The department will continue to 

purchase new extrication equipment to replace the older sets, which have become 

too costly to maintain as well as enhancing the existing equipment with rams and 

stabilization tools.  

The department continues to purchase hoses annually to replace the aging canvas 

hose in use in many Divisions.  

The department continues to standardize the personal protective bunker gear worn 

by Fire fighters through an annual capital project.  The City has a three-year 

agreement to continue with the project for standardization of bunker gear. Other 

major projects in the capital budget such as water reservoirs, and forestry 

equipment, will continue until the department has completed the task of 

replacement and standardization. 

Ice water rescue training and development has been on going with the Divisions 

that have been equipped for this type of rescue work. In 2007 the department 

acquired a boat through a partnership with the Kawartha Lakes Police.   The boat 

has been stationed in Bobcaygeon for any water emergencies that may arise and 

the Fire fighters have been trained to operate this equipment. 

A hazmat trailer is utilized for various scenes across the City.  The department may 

need to increase the size of this unit to accommodate the demand for service and 

the wide variety of calls requiring its attendance. 

Fleet & Equipment Replacement Program 

With the implementation of the City’s fleet program, a replacement schedule for fire 

trucks as well as administration and fire prevention vehicles has been implemented.  

In 2008,  30 percent of the fire fleet will be twenty years or older. That percentage 

will decrease as new equipment is purchased and the replaced trucks are relocated 

to the less busy Divisions in attempt to extend the usable life span of the fire fleet. 
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The goal of the KLFRS is to reduce the size of the fire fleet by using multipurpose 

apparatus and to further standardize the fleet in the Divisions.  

Table 8 identifies a proposed schedule for replacement trucks and equipment, 

2009-2012. The proposed vehicle replacement schedule complies with the twenty-

year program outlined in the City’s Fleet Policy. 

Table 8: Truck Replacement Schedule 2009-2012 

Year Equipment Division 

2009 2 Pumper Tankers Little Britain and Oakwood 

2009 1 Aerial Truck Lindsay or Fenelon Falls (whichever 

location is appropriate for the Fire 

Underwriters Survey 

2009 2 Pumper Rescues Janetville and Woodville 

2010 3 Pumper Tankers Omemee, Kirkfield and Norland 

2010 1 Pumper Rescue Oakwood 

2011 3 Pumper Rescues Pontypool, Little Britain and Baddow 

2012 2 Pumper Rescues Kinmount and Carden 

2012 2 Pumper Tankers Kinmount and Carden 

The KLFRS needs to move forward with a preventative maintenance program for 

fire pumps, SCBA (Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus) and all small engines.  

Currently the Department has only been reacting to the problems created by out of 

service equipment from time to time.  

The City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service employs a volunteer fire fighter 

who is a qualified Emergency Vehicle Technician (EVT) and performs numerous 

repairs for the department apparatus. The size of the fire fleet requires a dedicated 
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mechanic. The Section 21 Guidelines speak to the requirement for annual fire 

pump testing. 

Emergency Vehicle Technicians (EVTs) are formally trained and certified to inspect, 

diagnose, maintain, repair, and test emergency response apparatus, including 

chassis, engines, transmissions and drive components specifically developed for 

the Fire Service. EVT Education, Training and Development is inclusive of those 

specialized components such as aerial devices, high-pressure breathing air 

systems, fire-pumps, electrical generation and lighting systems, as well as, other 

fire vehicle specific mechanical systems. Further, EVTs are assigned to various 

additional maintenance and repair tasks including Breathing Apparatus, Fire Hose, 

Nozzles, Valves, Appliances, various Hand Tools, and Equipment Mounting 

Systems. 

A dedicated EVT mechanic would be responsible for maintaining day-to-day 

reliability by inspection, record-keeping, training, setting procedures, and co-

coordinating replacement of the apparatus and equipment.  

Findings 

The vehicle replacement program in the City of Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue 

Service is working toward fulfilling the requirements of the Fire Underwriters Survey 

to meet the standards and obtain water tanker shuttle certification.  

The two Aerial trucks are considerably older than the guideline established by the 

Fire Underwriters Survey.   

It has been identified that the modern combination fire trucks are longer and taller 

than many of the old style fire vehicles that are being replaced. Many of the 

Divisions will need to be upgraded to be able to accommodate the modern 

combination fire apparatus.  

Recommendations 

Note: Refer to Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.” 

 AE-1: That the vehicle replacement program be continued and the proposed 

purchasing for the next four years continue to be given priority in the 

budgeting process. 
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Water Supply 

Background 

Water supply constitutes 30% of the evaluation criteria used by the Fire 

Underwriters Survey (FUS) for insurance ratings of municipal Fire Service. Water 

supplies can be provided by water mains and fire hydrants, water courses, 

impounded water supplies (ponds and reservoirs), and fire department tanker 

shuttles. 

The Ontario Building Code (OBC) has been in effect in Ontario since 1975. The 

Building Code Act requires that the municipality ensure compliance with the 

regulation.  Article 3.2.5.7. “Water Supply” states “An adequate water supply for fire 

fighting is provided for every building.” This provision applies to all public assembly 

buildings, institutional buildings, high hazard industrial buildings and large buildings 

(over 600 m2 or 3 storeys). Where there is not an adequate water supply from water 

mains and fire hydrants; the owner must provide an on site water supply. 

New water sources are identified by the Kawartha Lakes Fire Rescue Service and 

tested for adequacy, reliability, and accessibility.  This information is also 

documented by the Fire Service. 

Dry hydrant locations are being assessed in conjunction with the Ministry of Natural 

Resources, the Ministry of Transportation and Trent Severn to place dry hydrants 

strategically throughout the City. 

A quantity of various sized reservoirs are available throughout the City in areas that 

are outside the municipal water system.  Any new construction outside of municipal 

water systems requires a water supply for fire fighting under the building code. 

All fire hydrants should be labelled to indicate the water main size and all hydrants 

should be colour coded to indicate the available flow.  Subsection, 6.6.6.of the 

Ontario Fire Code requires that fire hydrants be colour coded in accordance with 

NFPA 291 “Fire Flow Testing and Marking of Hydrants”.  The standard, as 

illustrated in Table 9, requires that hydrants be colour coded to indicate the 

available water flow with 150 kilopascals (20 psi) residual pressure. 
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Table 9: Fire Flow & Marking of Hydrants 

Note: lpm = litres per minute, gpm = gallons per minute. 

Colour Class Water Flow at 150 kPa 

Blue AA over 5,700 lpm (1,500 US gpm)  

Green A 3,780 lpm (1,000 US gpm) to 5, 700 lpm (1,500 US gpm) 

Orange B 1,920 lpm (500 US gpm) to 3,780 lpm (1,000 US gpm) 

Red C below 1,920 lpm (500 US gpm) 

The minimum fire flow from fire hydrants that is recognized by Fire Underwriters 

Survey (FUS)  is 1,000 litres per minute (lpm) for duration of two hours.  In most 

residential areas a minimum flow of 4,000 lpm is required.  Commercial, industrial 

and institutional occupancies require higher flows that can exceed 23000 lpm (5000 

gpm). 

In those locations where there are no fire hydrants or 

static water sources, Fire Department tanker shuttles must be used.  The FUS has 

recognized tanker shuttle programs that can maintain 1,000 lpm for a duration of 

two hours.  This is equivalent to the minimum flow acceptable for a water main and 

fire hydrant system.  Tanker shuttle certification has been obtained in four  

Divisions – Bobcaygeon, Dunsford, Fenelon Falls and Cameron.  The remaining 

Divisions are training for superior tanker shuttle certification.  Residents have seen 

the benefit of  a reduction in their insurance premiums of approximately $150.00 

per year due to tanker shuttle certification in their area.  Adequate tanker trucks are 

required to obtain tanker certification across the City.  Several of the current tanker 

trucks are inadequate, i.e., age, size, capability to discharge water and refill in a 

timely manner, and thus are not currently eligible for certification. 
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Findings 

The water supply for fire fighting has been the subject of considerable efforts by the 

City to improve the delivery of water for emergency fire fighting to as many areas of 

the City as is possible. 

Dry hydrants are in place and an ongoing program of searching for new water 

source locations is a priority if the City is to achieve water tanker shuttle 

certification. 

When new Fire Division locations are being planned, consideration should be given 

to either an above ground or under ground water supply during the planning 

process. 

Where hydrants exist on water systems they should be colour coded to meet the 

requirements of the Ontario Fire Code and NFPA 291 “Fire Flow Testing and 

Marking of Hydrants”. 

Recommendations 

Note: Refer to Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.” 

 WS-1: Recommended that all hydrants attached to water systems in the City 

be identified for main size and water flow in accordance with the Ontario Fire 

Code and NFPA 291. 

 WS-2: That the search for more sites for dry hydrants continue to be given 

top priority. 

 WS-3: That an emergency underground or above-ground reservoir be 

included in the planning process for any new Fire Service Divisions. 
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Fire Protection Agreements 

Fire protection agreements are designed to provide and/or receive assistance from 

the closest/quickest available resource, irrespective of municipal boundaries, on a 

day-to-day basis.  These agreements are entered into on a negotiated fee for 

service basis.  There are currently several fire protection agreements with 

neighbouring municipalities outside the boundaries of the City of Kawartha Lakes 

that existed prior to amalgamation and have since been renegotiated. 

There are currently several fire protection agreements with neighbouring 

municipalities outside the boundaries of the City of Kawartha Lakes that existed 

prior to amalgamation: 

 Bobcaygeon/Verulam Fire Department and Galway, Cavendish & Harvey 

Townships 

 Somerville Township and Galway, Cavendish & Harvey Townships 

 Somerville Township and Township of Snowdon 

 Laxton/Digby,Longford and Lutterworth Township  

 Omemee/Emily and Ennismore Township  

 Mariposa Township and Brock Township  (no fees involved) 

 Mariposa Township and Scugog Township (Mariposa pays Scugog 

Township) 

 Eldon/Woodville and Township of Brock (no fees involved) 

 Manvers and Scugog Township   

 Manvers and Clarington (no fees involved) 

 Manvers and Millbrook 

A new fire protection agreement between the City of Kawartha Lakes and Galway, 

Cavendish and Harvey Townships and with Minden Hills (Luttorworth and 

Snowdon) was negotiated in 2002. 

Mutual Aid is an agreement between participating municipalities to provide 

assistance during an emergency greater than the resources available within the 

responsible department.  Assistance is provided to other participants on a 

reciprocal basis, i.e. no costs involved.  The system may be activated in the event 
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of a major fire or emergency within the participant’s own area.  The home fire 

department must be in attendance.  The fire or emergency must be beyond the 

capability of the fire department to extinguish or control.  A mutual aid plan has 

been developed and approved by the office of the Ontario Fire Marshal to allow the 

fire service to provide or receive assistance when major portions of the resources of 

the city have been exhausted. 
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Financial Considerations 

The 2009 Fire Master Plan contains forty recommendations to improve the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the delivery of service provided by the City of 

Kawartha Lakes Fire and Rescue Service. The recommendations affect 

Administration staffing, Fire Prevention and Public Education, Training, Station 

Location, Communications, Water Supply, and Apparatus and Equipment.   

The Plan calls for a complete reorganization of the Fire Service and has both short-

term and long-term implications to the financial planning of the City (refer to 

Appendix I: “Capital and Operating Implementation Costs.”)  Improvements, 

replacement, reconstruction and new building projects in relation to the 

infrastructure requirements needed to deliver the Emergency Services are planned 

for the next five to ten years.   

Station Renovation/Relocation 

The Master Fire Plan prioritizes four Divisions for renovation and/or relocation over 

the term of this plan.  The other seventeen Divisions will need to be revisited during 

the Master Fire Plan review in five to ten years’ time. 

Estimated costs for the three Divisions proposed for relocation/construction 

approximate $1.5 million to $2 million per Division. Renovations and maintenance 

for all of the Divisions will require a commitment of $1 million to the Fire Capital 

Budget for the next twenty years.  Phase one of the implementation schedule for 

the Division Infrastructure program is proposed as follows: 

 Ops Division repairs to be completed in 2010 

 Emergency Services Headquarters relocation to another City owned facility 

to be completed 2010 

 Pontypool ground work preparation begins in  2011 for completion in 2012 

 Bethany ground work begins in 2013 for completion of construction in 2014 

 Little Britain ground work begins in 2015 for completion of construction in 

2016 

 Central Training Division (Fenelon Township) designated by Council as 

future Emergency Services Training Centre. Annual funding over a seven-

year period provides for the necessary construction and renovations to the 

building.  
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Staffing 

The Fire Master Plan outlines the staffing needs for the next five to ten years and 

makes specific recommendations related to the operational staffing of the service. 

The financial planning program for the staffing is demonstrated as follows: 

 Facilities and Stores Manager: 2013 

 2 Fire Fighters: 2012 

 Mechanic/EVT: 2010 

 2 Fire Fighters: 2013 

 2 Fire Fighters: 2014 

 Training Co-ordinator: 2012 

 Emergency Manager (CEMC): 2012 

 2 Fire Fighters: 2015 

 2 Fire Fighters: 2016 

Vehicle Replacement Program 

The vehicle replacement program has been ongoing since amalgamation.  No 

major changes are proposed for the funding of the program. 
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